FREE ENTERPRISE- ----------------------------------- INDIVIDUALIZED ACTIVITY
10 POINTS POSSIBLE

Name ___________________________ Class ___________________________

RATE YOUR OWN SKILLS

1. I cooperated with other members of my company in completing necessary tasks. _____ Yes _____ No

2. I was available on time for tasks assigned to me. _____ Yes _____ No

3. I was able to give directions when I needed to. _____ Yes _____ No

4. I was able to see and act according to the needs of the company. _____ Yes _____ No

5. I was able to complete all needed company business forms. _____ Yes _____ No

RATE YOUR GROUP

1. Each person in my group did his/her job well. _____ Yes _____ No

2. Each member of my group had a good attitude _____ Yes _____ No

3. Clean up was done by everyone. _____ Yes _____ No

4. List any specific problems you had in your group:

5. Did you enjoy working in a group? _____ Yes _____ No
FINANCIAL REPORT

PIZZA OPERATING COSTS, PER PIZZA

Dough cost
Sauce cost
Meat cost (average the ham and pepperoni)
  Together
  Ham Cost
  Pepperoni Cost
Cheese cost
Plate Cost

Total cost per pizza

SHAKE OPERATING COSTS, PER SHAKE

Ice cream cost
Milk cost
Syrup cost
Cup cost
Spoon cost
Total cost per shake

PIZZA COST PLUS SHAKE COST (per item)

X

TIMES NUMBER MADE

TOTAL INCOME FROM SALES (multiply the number served times the cost of the items listed above)

DEDUCT CAPITAL INVESTMENTS
(Supplies furnished by the president)

BALANCE (This is your profit.)

PROFIT DISTRIBUTION (Amount paid to each person)